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ABSTRACT
The speech recognition process under the embedded system with constrained resources represents a challenge
in terms of processing capability, storage memory, and B.W (or data rate). So, in this paper an efficient Real-Time Voice
over Wireless sensor network (VoWSN) platform based on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system to be used in
emergency scenarios is proposed, implemented and evaluated. The workflow principle of the proposed system is
depending on a Category Transformation Protocol (CTP) that transforms system category gradually from network
dependent ASR system with a full dictionary and language model (i.e. large vocabulary) to fully embedded ASR system
with customized dictionary and language model (i.e. small vocabulary ). Moreover, a comparison study has been
performed between our proposed VoWSN based ASR system and a VoWSN based streaming system. This comparison is
performed to elaborate the gains achieved when sending the text of the voice signal instead of sending the voice signal.
Additionally, the Voice over IoTs (VoIoTs) system has been evaluated utilizing Voice streaming or ASR system to
evaluate the system performance when connecting to the Internet. The comparison evaluation process is achieved by
means of experimental platform and simulation.
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acceptable quality within Real-Time constraints is
1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless voice transmission represents
an important issue.
an expeditious communication mechanism and
ASR technology provides tools to transform
therefore unsurprising that it is always wanted in a
human voice signals into text. Consequently this
wide range of emergency scenarios [1]. Generally,
text can be sent toward a rescue centre with less
in emergency scenarios the time plays a dominant
B.W. and power compared to sending original
role in the rescue operation. For an efficient
audio stream. So in this paper we aim to evaluate
communication mechanism, voice can be a
the performance of a proposed VoWSN based on
significant interfacing tool between the persons in
ASR system for efficiently voice transmission
the disaster zone and the rescue centre. Typically,
system within Real-Time constraints to be used in
voice interface doesn’t require visual or physical
emergency scenarios. Also we aimed to compare
contact with WSN devices. As a result this feature
the performance of the proposed
can speed up the input process and consequently
This paper is organized as follows:
speeding up the rescue operation. However, Realsection 1 includes an introduction to the objectives
time voice transmission applications have strict
of this research. Section 2 includes a literature
requirements by means of end-to-end delay, data
review. Section 3 includes a brief background of
losing and dedicated Bandwidth (B.W) during
ASR system with an explanation of system
passing the network. So transmitting audio data
evaluation procedures. Section 4 gives an
from disaster zone toward a rescue centre with an
introduction to the ASR technique based embedded
platforms and its categories architecture. Section 5
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describes our suggested protocol and algorithm
recognition. Audio signal acquisition was
design for VoWSN based ASR system. Section 6
performed by a dedicated audio codec [5].
illustrates the implementation of suggested ASR
Moreover, the authors, R. P.
sysem on RPi3 platform. Section 7 describes a set
Raghava, et al., presented the design and
of suggested performance evaluation methodologies
implementation automatic single word
proposed for the evaluation of the suggested
speech recognition system on embedded
VoWSN. And finally section 8 includes
devices. The words which are spell are
conclusions and discussion.
stored in the operating system of
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Raspbian OS which is implemented on
The speech recognition
Raspberry Pi hardware kit of ARM 11
process of embedded system is realized by
processor [6].
some research, but still has a lot of
Also, the authors, G. G.
aspects which needs to be improved [2].
tolya, et al., analysed ASR performance
However, a few research endeavours have
on utterances recorded by means of
integrated speech recognition technology
wireless sensors. The sound quality of
into WSN systems and explored general
utterances recorded by such sensors
framework practicality. The earliest
contrasts fundamentally from that of the
attempt
of
implementing
speech
larger audio data bases usually used for
recognition system on embedded resource
acoustic DNN (Deep Neural Network)
constrains systems introduced by S.
training due to the small microphone
Phadke, et al.. They combined the aspects
installed on these devices. They could
of both hardware and software design of
accomplish a5% improvement in terms of
implementing
a
speaker
dependent,
relative error reduction [7].
isolated word speech recognition system.
3. AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION
They used modified Mel-scaled Frequency
(ASR) BACKGROUND
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) as feature
Speech Recognition (is also known as
extraction method and Dynamic Time
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)) is the
Warping (DTW) as template matching
process of converting a speech signal to a sequence
process [3].
of words, by means of an algorithm implemented as
Also, the authors C. Shen,
a computer program [8]. Before going into details
et al., presented the design and
of speech recognition based WSNs subject, some
implementation of a distributed sensor
aspects of ASR technique must be explained. Fig.
1 describes basic processing stages that are part of
network
application
for
embedded,
the ASR system and which will be used for
isolated-word,
real-time
speech
clarifying the classification of ASR system based
recognition system. They adopted a
WSN [9].
parameterized-dataflow-based
modelling
approach to model the functionalities
associated with sensing and processing of
acoustic data. The associated embedded
software implemented on an off-the-shelf
sensor node platform and a TDMA access
protocol was developed to manage the
wireless channel [4].
Fig. 1 Basic Architecture of ASR system.
In addition, the authors F.
In typical ASR systems three models are used:
Sutton,
et
al.,
demonstrated
the
 Acoustic model: is used to translate data from an
implementation of prototype architecture
audio signal to the most probable phones uttered
for
automatic
single
word
speech
[8]. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are the
recognition
on
resource-constrained
most powerful parametric model at the acoustic
embedded devices. The experiments results
level [10]. HMM is using the forward algorithm
showed that the prototype achieved a high
and Viterbi algorithm [11].
average detection rate of 96%, while only
 Phonetic dictionary: maps the relationship
dissipating 28.5 mW for continuous audio
between words and its phones. This model can be
sampling
and
duty-cycled
speech
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very large which greatly affects the decoding time
required to decode an utterance and the length of
of speech recognition.
the utterance using the Formula (1):
 Language model: contains statistical information
(1)
about which words should follow each other in a
For example, a real-time factor of 0.4 xRT means
sentence.
that each second of audio requires 0.4 seconds to
As shown from Fig. 1, the speech recognition
decode (lower RTF means faster decoding) [16].
process can be divided into three consecutive
Word error rate (WER): is a metric for evaluating
processes [12]:
the accuracy of a speech recognition system.
Pre-processing: The main tasks of pre-processing
Calculating WER is a way of measuring the number
process are removing the noise contained in speech
of errors that occurred during the decoding of an
signal, filter out any parts of the speech signal that
audio signal. Generally, WER is calculated by
do not contain any speaking [13] and re-sample the
summarizing the total number of errors in the
audio signal to the correct format.
hypothesis and dividing it by the total number of
 Feature extraction: Feature extraction process
words in the correct sentence. An error is an
is the most important step in speech recognition
incorrect substitution(S) or deletion (D) or insertion
and affects greatly the performance of ASR
(I) of a word which differs the hypothesis from the
systems. The function of feature extraction phase
correct sentence. With this, the word error rate can
is extracting features from speech signal and
be calculated using Formula (2) [16]:
representing them using an appropriate data
(2)
model of the input signal. This process also
known as Front-End analysis[14]. Mel-Frequency
Where: I: Are the insertion words, D: Are the
Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC), Discrete Wavelet
deletion words, S: Are the substitution words, N:
Transform (DWT), Linear Predictive Coding
Are the total number of words. The WER is usually
(LPC) are examples of feature extraction
measured in percent. Smaller WER means more
techniques those are commonly used in speech
efficient ASR system.
recognition [13]. MFCC has been found to be
Accuracy: It is almost the same as the WER, but it
more robust in the presence of background noise
doesn’t take insertions into account as described in
compared to other algorithms [3].
Formula (3).
 Classification: In ASR systems there are three
(3)
approaches for classification process [13]:
Acoustic Phonetic Approach, Artificial
4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN
Intelligence Approach,
Pattern-Matching
ASR SYSTEM BASED EMBEDDED
Approach, Acoustic In Phonetic Approach the
PLATFORMS
speech recognition relies on finding speech
Generally, integrating speech recognition into
sounds and giving specific labels to these sounds.
a WSN system produced a new type of applications
While Artificial Intelligence Approach attempts
that have distributed configurations such as smart
to mechanize the recognition process according to
home automation, health care system, security and
the way a person applies its intelligence in
so on. Consequently, this research domain has been
visualizing, analysing and finally making a
attract considerable attention for creating
decision on the measured acoustic features. The
innovative energy -saving architectures, algorithms,
Pattern-Matching Approach has become the
and protocols to overcome constraints of these
predominant method for most modern speech
embedded systems and meeting the requirements of
recognition systems. HMM approach is used by
these applications [17]-[18]. Although many audio
most systems to represent the basic units of
monitoring systems utilizing wireless sensor
speech. It is widely used because it is easy, simple
networks are developed over the last few years, but
and reliable, it can be automatically trained and
few of these systems are especially targeted at
feasible to use [15].
human speech recognition as the main goal of their
designs [19]. Fig. 3 shows the basic structure of
3.1. ASR performance Evaluation Criteria
audio wireless sensor network monitoring system.
The performance evaluation of a typical ASR
system covers three important aspects: Speed,
average Word Error Rate (WER) and Accuracy. For
evaluating the accuracy, the WER must be
measured firstly. The meaning of each metric is:
Fig. 3 Basic Structure of Audio WSN.
Speed: This parameter represents the search time
Typically, speech recognition is a high
on the recognizer and is measured in term of Real
demanding process in terms of computational
Time Factor (RTF) often abbreviated as xRT and
power and memory storage. Therefore, ASR based
calculated as the ratio between the amount of time
embedded systems need to overcome the capability
limitations of WSN devices that defined by:
Al-Rafidain Engineering Journal (AREJ)
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transmit
the
extracted
voice
feature
values
to the
 Limited computational capability.
Server,
further
processing
will
be
performed
on
the
 Limited storage space.
Server,
including
training,
and
classifying
speech
 Limited bandwidth.
features. Fig. 5 shows Basic operations splitting in
 Limited energy supply.
the DSR system.
As a strategy to resolve the above limitations, a
careful compromising between the computation
operations and the communication tasks need to be
done. This is often achieved by splitting the
different functionalities of ASR process between
WSN nodes and the Server. The next paragraph
discusses strategies for implementing the different
categories of ASR system based WSN.
4.1.
Categories of ASR Based WSN System
Depending on the decision of where placing the
ASR components, three categories of ASR systems
based embedded devices can be recognized [9]:
a) Network Speech Recognition (NSR) system.
b) Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) system.
c) Embedded Speech Recognition (ESR) system.
Each category adopts the client-server
architecture and distributes ASR functionalities
between the WSN nodes and remote server driven
by many factors including device and network
resources, ASR components complexity and
application demanding.
NSR system is known to be server-based due to
the fact that the overall ASR process is performed
by the remote server and the WSN nodes are
responsible of capturing, pre-processing and
transmitting the speech signal to the server. Fig. 4
shows the basic operations distribution between the
WSN node and remote server for NSR system.
Google APIs, Alexa are approaches for NSR
system. The NSR architecture has low requirement
for the client devices (i.e. WSN devices).

Fig. 5 Operations Distribution in DSR system.
In DSR system low B.W. is required
compared to NSR system since the features vector
(or compressed version of features vector) is only
needed to be transmitted to the server. But it also
suffers from Network dependency.
The ESR system is known to be a Clientbased ASR system where all ASR processes are
performed by the WSN node. Pocketsphinx ASR
system is an approach for ESR system. Fig. 6
shows basic operations splitting in ESR system.
The main advantages of the ESR architecture are:
 No communication between the remote server and
the client is required. So, the ASR system does
not rely on the quality of the data transmission
and always ready for use.

 For Real-Time application, ESR can be a
significant solution due to the elimination of
coding/decoding and network delay.
 Since communication consumes power more
than other operations [20], ESR is assumed to be
more powerful than NSR and DSR in term of
reduced power consumption.
 Low B.W. requirement compared to NSR and
DSR systems since the text of recognized word is
only needed to be transmitted to the server for
taking actions.

Fig. 4 Basic operations distribution in NSR system.
However, NSR suffers from network
dependency and recognition degradation due to
using low bit-rate speech codec. Moreover, for
Real-Time application, NSR is not an optimal
option due to the different sourced of delay which
introduced from compression/decompression delay,
network delay and recognition delay.
DSR system is known to be Client-Server
ASR system where the WSN node is responsible
of capturing the speech signal, pre-processing it,
extracts the acoustical features from the voice and
sends them to the Server [14]. When WSN nodes
Al-Rafidain Engineering Journal (AREJ)
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In the past few years the foremost known
The NSR workflow and its operation details are
architectures for ASR applications are NSR or DSR
shown in Fig. 7 and 8 respectively.
[10]. However, NSR and DSR architectures are
depending on the data network and thus facing
many issues in terms of: latency, losing data
packets, bandwidth demanding, and security
problems [10]. Recently, the vast progress of the
WSN devices makes these embedded devices reach
performance levels almost the same as their desktop
equivalents. Thus it begins to be potential to
execute the entire ASR process on the embedded
Fig. 7 NSR System Workflow.
devices with some restrictions and assumptions
As
illustrated earlier, the principle of NSR
[21]. By this mean, the ASR process is known as
operation
depends
on executing all the speech
Embedded Speech Recognition (ESR) system
recognition
operations
(i.e. feature extraction and
where the ASR process is completely performed by
comparison)
by
the
remote
server. The duty of the
embedded processors.
embedded
platform
is
limited
only on capturing,
With constrained resources of WSN devices,
processing
and
encoding
voice
signal
with a certain
the process of ASR with its usual requirements
encoding
technique
then
sends
the
encoded
word
faces specific challenges in hardware and
signal
to
the
remote
server
as
shown
by
steps
(1),
algorithms design to cope the limited resources
(2),
(3)
&
(4)
in
Fig.
8.
Consequently,
the
remote
[20]. Therefore, the ASR algorithms with low
server will receive the encoded signal and begins to
computational complexity, low memory storage and
recognize it then sends back the resulting text of the
low communication cost are preferred for these
recognized word to the embedded platform as
devices. The main feature of commercial speech
shown by steps (5), (6), (7) & (8) in Fig. 8. The
recognition systems is the large size of dictionary
embedded platform will receive the recognized
and Language Model (LM). Generic models are
word and will take required actions accordingly as
very large (several gigabytes and created from large
shown by steps (9), & (10) in Fig. 8.
texts) and thus impractical to use them in the
decoder of the recognizer [22]. However, the speed
and accuracy of the recognition process is mainly
affected by the size of the vocabulary. A larger
dictionary means that more words need to be
considered for the recognition, which means it will
take longer time to map the input with the best
interpretation [21]. A larger dictionary will also
mean that the odds of different word combinations
sounding similar increases. Additionally, larger size
means more memory requirement for storage.
Fig.8 Details of NSR System Workflow.
When the dictionary size and complexity of the
Although DSR and NSR are network
language model are both high, it is common to use
dependent categories and relying on the server to
an external server to perform the recognition at the
perform the recognition process, there are several
expense of certain limitations (network availability,
differences between them which make the DSR
latency, etc). However, most recognition systems
more powerful and favouring than the NSR [24]:
have dictionary and LM tuned to a specific domain.
 The speech CODECs (which are used with NSR
For example, medical dictionary describes medical
systems) are optimized to provide the best
dictation. This limited vocabulary may reduce the
perceptual quality while the feature extraction
size of the dictionary and LM which has to be built
algorithms are optimized for giving the lowest
[23] accordingly for that domain. So, if a system is
WER.
meant to do limited speech recognition, the

The ASR system needs some set of characteristic
vocabulary can often be limited to a small set of
parameters and does not require the high quality
words, and therefore the accuracy and speed can
speech. Therefore, it needs lower data rates.
also be improved [16]. In the following paragraph,
 Because the feature extraction process is
we detail the principle of an algorithm that will
implemented by the client, so the higher sampling
make ASR system running efficiently on WSN
rates which cover full bandwidth of the speech
node with high accuracy.
signal are possible.
Generally, most state-of the art ASR systems are
NSR systems which relying completely on the
 DSR systems are not constrained to the errorremote server to perform the recognition process.
mitigation algorithm of the speech codec, so it can
27
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develop better error-handling procedures in terms
 Subsequently, for each incoming new word signal,
of WER.
ASR engine at WSN node will do the following
The principle of our suggested algorithm for
operations:
VoWSN based ASR system
is based on
 Trying to extract the text of this word if its text
transforming the system category from network
available then sent the recognized word text to the
dependent system, i.e. NSR system to partially DSR
RaD server for taking actions accordingly.
system to reach finally completely network
 While if the text of the new word is unavailable
independent system, i.e. ESR system. The gradually
then the features vector of the new word sent to the
category transformation is performing by a
RaD Server for performing recognition process. At
suggested Category Transformation Protocol
this point, the system acts as DSR system where
(CTP). For simplicity we assumed the remote
only features vector are sent to the Remote Server
server as the destination of our system. Therefore
for text extraction.
we called it the Remote and Destination (RaD)
 So, the dictionary and language models will
server. The workflow details of CTP between the
continually updated for each new incoming word.
embedded system (i.e. WSN) and RaD server
This updating operation continues till reaching
(which is a laptop in our work) are shown in Fig. 9.
optimized Dic. and LM.
For the above listed reasons, we based on the DSR
 Gradually, the dictionary and LM will stripped
system as a primary ASR system when there is
down and the system will reach a point when there
neither dictionary nor LM at WSN node.
is no need to contact the RaD Server for text
Before starting up suggested algorithm actions,
extraction.
system initialization has to be performed. The
 Finally, the Dic. and LM will be optimized with a
initialization process is represented by installing
size much smaller than the default. At this point
ASR system on the WSN node and the RaD server
the extraction of the text for each incoming word is
in the following manner:
done WSN node, and only the text of the
 ASR system for recognition has to be installed
recognized word will be sent to the RaD Server. At
on the WSN node with an empty Dic. and LM.
reaching this state, the system will act as ESR
 ASR system for recognition has to be installed
where all the operation of capturing, preon the RaD server with a default Dic. and LM.
processing, feature extraction and comparison is
As shown in Fig. 10, the algorithm suggests that:
done locally at WSN node.
At system start-up, the Dic. and LM are empties
 Now the system is ESR system and only the text of
and the WSN node does not have the ability to
perform the recognition process therefore its duty is
limited on capturing, pre-processing and extracting
features of first incoming voice signals. The
features vector is then sent to the RaD server for
comparison and text extraction. Consequently, the
remote server receives features vector and begin to
recognize it with a default dictionary and LM then
send back the resulting text of the recognized word
to the WSN node

Fig. 9 CTP Workflow
 On receiving the text, WSN node will create a
corpus file and saving the receiving text in it then
create dictionary and language model files
accordingly.
 Once the Dic. and LM are created, the system is
able to execute the search process locally.
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each incoming word will be sent to the RaD Server
for taking actions accordingly.
Fig. 10 Suggested Algorithm Flowchart.
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The Main components of our proposed
means the ability of performing the ASR process
VoWSN based ASR system is shown in Fig. 11.
locally and there is no need to send user speech
The system is composed of WSN device which is
through the network to the remote server and
RPi3 model B equipped with a USB sound card
include strange items in user agreement. So, when it
associates with a microphone, Wi-Fi router and
needed a system which recognizes a small set of
laptop which is assumed to be a RaD Server. As
commands without the internet, PocketSphinx may
explained in Fig. 11, the functionality of WSN
be a preferred solution.
device is to perform ASR process on each incoming
According to the Pocketsphinx structure, it
voice signal and sending the resulting associate text
combines three models in to do the match [26].
to the RaD Server. This system is designed to act as
These models are:
ESR system with optimized Dic. and LM model.
 Acoustic model: There are a number of acoustic
models trained for different languages such as
US-English model.
 Phonetic dictionary: Maps phones to words. In
PocketSphinx, .dic files are dictionary files.
 Language model: The most commonly used
language models are N-gram language models.
These models assume that the probability of any
word in a sequence of words depends only on the
previous N words in the sequence. PocketSphinx
uses tri-gram language (where n=3) model and
the .lm files are language model files.
The Dic. and LM will be generated specifically
for the implementation of the proposed ASR
system, while the acoustic model will be a PTM
acoustic model of Pocketsphinx. This acoustic
model significantly constrains the number of
Gaussians in each mixture to improve performance
Fig.11 Proposed VoWSN based ASR system.
and dedicated for embedded platforms
However, selecting the ASR system that is to be
For the language model, a statistical language
implemented on our suggested VoWSN based ASR
modelling approach is used. To create statistical
system has to take into account the limited
English-language models, various software
resources of embedded platform for efficient
packages have been developed by Speech Group at
performance. Nowadays, there are several ASR
CMU and in use for many years such as lmtool
products available, from commercial ones
[27]. For this research, we used lmtool to generate
Microsoft Windows Speech Recognizer (WSR), to
our customized English language model.
open source software packages like Sphinx or
.
Hidden Markov Tool Kit (HTK) [25]. For
7. EVALUATION PROCESS OF VOWSN
implementing our work, a lightweight ASR project
BASED ASR SYSTEM
PocketSphinx is chosen for this purpose due to its
The objective of this research is to elaborate the
many valuable features.
gains those achieved by implementing our proposed
VoWSN based ASR system compared to VoWSN
6.1. Pocketsphinx Structure Overview
based streaming system through the evaluation
PocketSphinx is one of CMU Sphinx projects
process. The final goal is to aid the developer to
developed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU).
select an efficient technique in a particular situation
PocketSphinx is lightweight, free, open source,
that requires Real-Time VoWSN. The Evaluation
Internet independent, large vocabulary and speakerProcess composes of two phases:
independent continuous speech recognition engine
1. Definition of the evaluation process
dedicated for real-time applications in embedded
methodology.
systems [26]. Pocketsphinx uses a probabilistic
2. Implementation of the evaluation process
approach while doing the translations and uses
methodology.
HMMs to translate speech into text. But to ensure
satisfactory performance regarded to the limitations
7.1. Definition of the Evaluation Process
of embedded devices, PocketSphinx uses less
Methodology
accurate Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [26].
Firstly, we aimed to explain the methodology that
The main features of Pocketsphinx are its
will be followed for evaluation process. As shown
vocabulary configurability and offline working. The
in Fig. 14, the three stages of our evaluation
vocabulary configurability enables a user to create
methodology are:
models on demand. While the offline working
1. Definition of evaluation strategy.
29
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2. Selection of evaluation scenarios.
proposed VoWSN based ASR algorithm in term of
3. Selection of evaluation criterion.
maximum number of WSN nodes those the system
can accommodate within Real-Time constraints.
7.1.1
Definition of Evaluation Strategy
7.1.3. Selection of Evaluation Metrics
The strategy that we adopted depends on
The evaluation of our suggested ASR system will
highlighting the benefits of our suggested system
cover the three aspects:
and feasibility of implementing it in scenarios those
 Decoding Speed.
requires Real-Time voice transmission. The
 WER.
workflow strategy that shown in Fig. 14 is
composed of the following steps:
 Accuracy.
1. Firstly, the performance of the proposed system
While Streaming based WSN system will be
is evaluated practically by implementing it on
evaluated by measuring three important parameters:
RPi3 device.
 Mean Opinion Score (MOS).
2. Secondly, depending on the results obtained in
 One-Way Delay (OWD).
1, the system is modelled by means of
 Bandwidth (B.W.) (or throughput).
simulation.
OWD and B.W. are calculated using Formulas (4)
3. Then, the alternative solution, VoWSN based
& (5) respectively as illustrated in [28]:
streaming system, is implemented on the same
(4)
platform and evaluated using two different
B.W = total packet size (bits)*[(codec bit rate)/ Total
audio encoding techniques.
payload size(bits)]=B.W bps
(5)
4. Depending on the results obtained in 3, the
7.2. Implementation of the Evaluation Process
system is modelled by means of simulation for
The implementation of the evaluation process
more analysis.
includes
the realization of proposed scenarios those
5. Finally, after that the two systems are
defined
by
the process evaluation methodology.
implemented but now connecting to the Internet
These
scenarios
are implemented by means of
to perform VoIoTs system and their
practice
and
simulation.
performance is compared by means of
simulation.
7.2.1
Local ASR System Scenario
In this scenario we aimed to evaluate the
proposed ASR system with Real-Time limits which
are represented by RTF<1. However, trade-off
between accuracy and speed is depending on the
application demanding. In Real-Time applications
such as emergency scenarios, the speed is playing
an important role in rescue operation. It is relatively
easy to improve recognition speed while trading
away some accuracy, for example by reducing the
search space, and by using simpler acoustic and
language models [29]. Our goal is to improve the
accuracy of the ASR system within the Real-Time
limits. This scenario is deployed in two steps:
 By means of practice: where the proposed ASR
system is implemented on the proposed ESR
Fig.14 Stages of Evaluation process methodology.
platform that explained in section V.
 By means of simulation: where the proposed
7.1.2. Selection of Evaluation Scenarios
ASR system is modelled using OPNET
The main step in the evaluation
simulation tool.
methodology is to define the scenarios that will be
used for the evaluation process. In order to obtain
7.2.1.1 Practice implementation
an extensive evaluation of the suggested VoWSN
For
practical
implementation,
baseline
based ASR system; four scenarios are defined for
PocketSphinx is used as the ASR engine.
performance comparison as follows:
PocketSphinx can use different types of input:
a. Local ASR System (i.e. without Internet).
 Input based on a single file: An audio file in
b. Local Voice Streaming (i.e. without Internet).
.wav format is read by PocketSphinx and used
c. Voice over IoTs (VoIoTs) utilizing Voice
in the speech recognition process.
streaming or ASR system.
 Continuous input-stream: Continuous audio
These four scenarios are deployed respectively
from a microphone of an audio-stream is used.
from 1 to 4 to build an overview that will help us to
clarify the gains obtained from applying the
Al-Rafidain Engineering Journal (AREJ)
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For our practice testing, we used a standard audio
estimated by adding the three stages xRT: TOTAL
file from Harvard which was downloaded from
fwdtree xRT, TOTAL fwdflat xRT and TOTAL
[30]. Then the file is converted to the format that is
bestpath xRT where:
required by Pocketsphinx tool which is: Sampling
 fwdtree : is a Forward Tree Viterbi beam
rate=16 kHz, Number of bits=16bit Little-Endian,
search=0.213
Number of channels=Mono (single channel). The
 fwdflat: is a Forward Flat Viterbi beam
file contains 10 phrases with 76 words. The
search=0.112
PocketSphinx is operated on RPi3 (with 1.2GHz
 bestpath: is an N-best list search of alternative
single core processing) in two manners:
hypotheses=0.002
 Utilizing the optimized vocabulary (small Dic.
So, Decoding Speed = 0.213 + 0.112 + 0.002 =
and LM) which is containing 10 in-model
0.327xRT which means 1 second of speech is
phrases with 76 words.
decode in 0.327 seconds of CPU time with
 Utilizing default vocabulary that associates with
optimized Dic. and LM. While the speed of
PocketSphinx package (Full Dic. and LM).
decoding with Full Dic. and LM is equal to
However, the default settings of Pocketsphinx
4.288xRT which means 1 second of speech is
are not enough to achieve Real-Time performance
decode in 4.288 seconds of CPU time. However,
(i.e. RTF<1) on most tasks. For efficient
WER can be enhanced greatly by using another
performance, some command-line flags should be
version of acoustic model, but it costs of RTF to be
experimented. The main parameters those are
> 1. This enhancement in accuracy is required in
needed to configure search width and thus
such application despite Real-Time limits.
accuracy-performance balance and their meanings
As seen from Table 3, the recognition with
are shown in Table 2 [31]:
optimized Dic. gets a WER reduction of 67.11%
Table 2 Pocketsphinx parameters settings.
versus the WER obtained with full Dic. This
Parameters
value
Meanings
enhancement is greater than the enhancement
Ds
2
Frame GMM computation down-sampling ratio
obtained by [23] which achieved a reduction in
Topn
4
Maximum number of top Gaussians to use in
scoring
WER about 20.4% by modifying the LM and Dic.
Maxwpf
5
Maximum number of distinct word exits at each
to closer resemble typical TED-talk contents but the
frame
cost of RTF which passed the 1.0 limit. Also, our
maxhmmpf
3000
Maximum number of active HMMs to maintain
at each frame
WER reduction is much greater than WER
Pl_window
10
Phoneme lookahead window size, in frames
reduction obtained by [21] which depended on
After configuring the decoder with the required
Language Modelling Switching (LMS) mechanism
parameters those explained in Table 2,
for topic and LM optimization. They used three sets
Pocketsphinx now ready to be executed and the
of sentences and each set composed utterances
performance parameters can be measured using
belonging to different domain. Additionally, the
word_align.pl tool. word_align.pl tool is
results show that the RTF (xRT) is enhanced by
a script supported by Pocketsphinx and it is a part
396% with respect to the RTF obtained when
of Sphinxtrain distribution. The measuring process
recognizing using full Dic.. Also this enhancement
is performed in the following sequence:
is much greater than RTF obtained by [21].
1. Dumping speech utterances (speech to be
recognized) into .wav files.
7.2.1.2 Simulation Implementation
2. Writing the reference text files associate with
The purpose of the simulation is to examine
the speech utterances.
the feasibility of utilizing our proposed ASR system
3. Using decoder to decode it by running
in real situation. This is reflected in the maximum
pocketsphinx_batch script.
number of WSN nods running ASR application
4. Finally,
running
the
test
by using
those the system can accommodate within Realword_align.pl script.
Time constraints.
The script word-align.pl will report the
There are several traditional network
WER, accuracy and decoding speed which is
simulators used by many researchers for WSN
represented in term of xRT. Table 3 shows the
simulation. The most common one is OPNET
results of practical implementation of ASR system
package [18]. We used OPNET 14.5 to deploy our
using optimized dictionary and LM.
work. As shown in Fig. 15, the simulation network
Table 3. ASR Practice implementation Results.
model for VoWSN based ASR system consists of
Acoustic
Memory
WER%
accuracy%
xRT
Total
WSN node, Server and Access Point (AP) as the
model
usage%
time(sec)
main components of our system. Also the network
Opt. dic.
6.3
9.21
90.79
0.327
9.4
Full dic.
14.5
76.32
23.68
4.288
120.71
model contains application configuration and
The speed of decoding (xRT) is calculating
profile configuration for specifying and configuring
using the Formula (5). Using Pocketsphinx,
our ASR application.
Formula (5) is translated by means of the 3 stages
of Viterbi search algorithm. So the total xRT is
31
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with a data rate = 64 kbps (i.e. uncompressed data).
Then the system is simulated using G.729 algorithm
to investigate the impact of low data rate on voice
streaming with a data rate equal to 8 kbps. Finally
a simulation comparison has been done between the
results of G.729 encoding technique with those
obtained by G.711 encoding technique. The
algorithms specifications of G.711 and G.729 are
Fig. 15 Network Model for ASR Scenario.
listed in Table 5 [35].
For simulation simplicity and accurate
Table 5 G.711 and G.729 Specifications.
results some assumptions are made. The
assumptions are:
1. WSN nodes are fixed.
2. Each WSN Node processing speed is assumed to
be equal to 20000packet/sec to simulate the
processor speed of RPi3 which is 1.2 GHz. This
The simulation assumptions and settings are
speed value is calculated according to [32].
the same as those described above except that the
3. Remote Server speed is assumed to be infinity.
application is different. This study assumes there is
4. For simulation validation, an application that
only one way voice transmission application and
simulates the ASR application is proposed and
there is no voice conferencing. So, a voice
implemented according to the results obtained in
streaming application is proposed and implemented
practical implementation as follows:
throughout this simulation. The results for voice
As shown from Table 3, ASR based optimized
streaming of practice and simulation tests utilizing
Dic. and LM takes about 9.4s to recognize a whole
G.711 encoding algorithm are listed in Table 6.
file which containing 76 words and this means that
Table 6 Practice and Simulation Results for G.711.
one word recognizing delay ≈ 0.123s. So, the
Tools
Mean Opinion
One-way
B.W(Throughput
Score( MOS)
Delay (ms)
) ( kbps)
average processing time (translation time) for each
G.711
26
96
word is equal to 0.123 sec. This means in 1 sec
Practical
G.711
4.1
25
96
about 8 incoming spoken words can be recognized
Simulation
and sent in one packet to the server. The length of
For practical implementation of voice
each word is assumed to be 5 bytes according to
streaming using G.711 encoding technique,
[33]. So, each packet contains 8 words each of
FFmpeg tool is used and operated on RPi3 in the
length 5 bytes.
same manner that illustrated in [28]. Also Formulas
5. There is no other network traffic besides ASR
(10) & (11) are used for calculating OWD and
traffic.
B.W. respectively.
The results of this simulation are shown in Table 4.
In the simulation implementation, a voice
Table 4 ASR Simulation Results.
streaming
application is designed and implemented
802.11g
Max WSN
Throughput
Packet-end-to(kbps)
speed
nodes
end-delay (s)
using G.711 and G.729 algorithms with the same
1M
59
125
0.155
specifications listed in Table 5. The aim of this
11M
181
385
0.136
simulation is to find the maximum number of WSN
24M
335
710
0.136
54M
352
747
0.132
nodes those the system can accommodate using
The maximum numbers of WSN those obtained
IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard with speeds of: 1M,
in each result are depending on voice streaming
11M, 24M and 54M. The results are shown in
Real-Time constraints. These two important
Tables 7 and 8 respectively:
constraints are:
Table 7 G.711 Simulation Results.
802.11g
Max WSN
Throughput
MOS
Packet One-way delay (Packet-end-to-end-delay):
speed
nodes
(kbps)
end-delay
One-way delay must be < 150 [34].
(s)
1M
2
192
4.1
0.0251
 Packets loss: is a critical specification because
11M
10
960
4.1
0.0266
one lost packet means 8 lost words. So this
24M
17
1632
4.1
0.027
parameter should be = zero for our suggested
54M
19
1824
4.1
0.0284
ASR system.
Table 8 G.729 Simulation Results.
7.2.2
Local Voice Streaming Scenario
In this scenario we test the performance of the
alternative solution for the VoWSN which is the
voice streaming practically then validate the results
by means of simulation. For this scenario, the
voice streaming process is performed using G.711
encoding algorithm. Generally, G.711 algorithm
supposed to be high data rate encoding technique
Al-Rafidain Engineering Journal (AREJ)

802.11g
speed

Max WSN
nodes

Throughput
(kbps)

MOS

1M
11M
24M
54M

4
10
19
20

160
400
760
800

3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6

Packetend-delay
(s)
0.027
0.028
0.028
0.028

The maximum numbers of WSN those obtained in
each result are depending on two factors:
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8. CONCLUSIONS
 MOS score: for streaming voice the cut-off MOS
The main objective of this paper is to enhance
score that can be tolerated is around 2.5 [36].
Real-Time
VoWSN system through deploying a
 One-way Delay (OWD):
The Real-time
mechanism based on ASR system. In this research
constraints for OWD must be < 150 ms.
we proposed and implemented a VoWSN based
The International Telecommunication Union –
ASR system using Pocketsphinx system. By
Telecommunication (ITU-T) gives the guidelines of
utilizing base Dic. and LM models of Pocketsphinx,
the delay for different types of voice quality, as
this would result in degrading performance in term
shown in Table 9.
of Real-Time limits. This is because it has to
Table 9 ITU-T Precept for Voice Quality.
Delay (ms)
Voice Quality
consider thousands of words and phrases for each
0-150
Good
utterance given to it. The solution to this drawback
150-300
Acceptable
is by customizing Dic. and LM models by stripping
>300
Poor
them down. Thus, in this paper an algorithm for
optimizing Dic. and LM is proposed and
7.2.3. Voice over IoTs (VoIoTs) Utilizing
implemented. The improvement of VoWSN based
Voice Streaming and ASR system Simulation
ASR using our algorithm is gained by means of:
Scenario
 Reducing the recognition time due to the
The goal of this scenario is to study the
elimination of network delay and the reduction in
behaviour of our proposed VoWSN when
the Dic. size ( i.e. reducing searching time).
connecting to the Internet. The IEEE 802.11

Increasing in recognition accuracy (WER is
WLAN standard with speeds of 54M is used. The
decreased) due to the dedicated words optimized
encoding algorithms G.711 and G.729 with the
for specific domain.
specifications listed in Table 5 are used as encoding
techniques. Fig. 16 shows the simulation
 Since the optimized Dic. and LM are small in
environment of VoIoTs system.
size compared to the default once, reducing Dic.
and LM reduces required memory storage.
For more analysis, a comparison study with
alternative solution which is VoWSN based
streaming system utilizing G.711 and G.729
algorithms is performed to elaborate the advantages
of using VoWSN based ASR system in terms of
Max. no. of WSN devices that the system can
accommodate. Moreover, the two solutions are
Fig. 16. Simulation Environment of VoIoTs.
evaluated when connecting to the Internet. The
Before deploying VoIoTs, the relationship between
main conclusions are:
Internet delay and MOS has to be founded. Table
 Results for G.711 and G.729 are approximately
10 shows the relationship between Internet Delay
equal for voice streaming application in term of
and MOS for G.711 and G.729 algorithms.
maximum number of WSN nodes.
Table10 Internet Delay & MOS Relationship.
 No. of max. WSN nodes are greatly increased
Internet delay(ms)
G.711 MOS
G.729 MOS
0
4.1
3.6
with ASR application compared to voice
50
3.86
3.28
streaming application with and without Internet.
100
3.56
2.9
As example with data rate 54M the Max. no. of
150
3.22
2.58
200
2.88
2.23
WSN device is equal to 352 when deploying ASR
250
2.53
1.9
while it is equal to 19 and 20 with streaming
300
2.18
1.6
using G.711 and G.729 respectively.
The results show that at Internet delay
200ms and 300ms the MOS of G.729 and G.711
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الولخص
رًثم عًهٍخ انزعشف عهى انكالو ثبصزخذاو االظنمًخ انًضًنخ رً انًٌاسد انًذذًدح رذذًٌب ين دٍث إيكبظنٍخ انًعبنجخ ًراكشح انزخزٌن ًعشض انذزيخ
(أً يعذل انجٍبظنبد) .نزنك  ،فً ىزا انجذث  ،رى اقزشاح ًرنفٍز ًرقٍٍى ظنمبو فعبل ننقم انصٌد فً انزين انذقٍق عجش شجكخ انًزذضش انالصهكٍخ ( )VoWSNرعزًذ
عهى ظنمبو انزعشف انزهقبئً عهى انكالو ( )ASRالصزخذايو فً صٍنبسٌٌىبد انطٌاسئٌ .عزًذ يجذأ انعًم فً اننمبو انًقزشح عهى ثشًرٌكٌل رذٌٌم انفئخ ()CTP
انزي ٌذٌل فئخ اننمبو رذسٌجًٍب ين ظنمبو  ASRانًعزًذ عهى انشجكخ يع ظنًٌرج كبيم نهقبيٌس ًانهغخ (أي يفشداد كجٍشح) إنى ظنمبو  ASRيضًن ثبنكبيم يع
قبيٌس ً ظنًٌرج نغخ يخصصٍن (أي انًفشداد انصغٍشح) .عالًح عهى رنك  ،رى إجشاء دساصخ يقبسظنخ ثٍن ظنمبو ال  VoWSNانقبئى عهى ظنمبو ال ً ASRظنمبو
ال  VoWSNانقبئى عهى ظنمبو انجث .رى إجشاء ىزه انًقبسظنخ نزٌضٍخ انًكبصت انًزذققخ عنذ إسصبل ظنص اإلشبسح انصٌرٍخ ثذالً ين إسصبل اإلشبسح انصٌرٍخ.
ثبإلضبفخ إنى رنك  ،رى رقٍٍى ظنمبو ظنقم انصٌد عجش اظنزشظنٍذ االشٍبء (  )Voice over IoTs (VoIoTsثبصزخذاو انذفق انصٌرً أً ظنمبو  ASRنزقٍٍى أداء اننمبو
عنذ االرصبل ثبإلظنزشظنذ .رى رنٍز عًهٍخ رقٍٍى انًقبسظنخ عًهٍب ًثبصزخذاو انًذبكبح.

الكلوات الذاله :
ظنقم انصٌد عجش شجكخ انًزذضش انالصهكً ,ظنمبو انزعشف انزهقبئً عهى انكالو ,ظنمبو انذفق ,ظنقم انصٌد عجش اظنزشظنٍذ االشٍبء ,االظنمًخ انًضًنخ
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